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Micromechanical Explanation of Elasticity and Strength
of Gypsum: From Elongated Anisotropic Crystals

to Isotropic Porous Polycrystals
Julien Sanahuja, Ph.D.1; Luc Dormieux2; Sylvain Meille, Ph.D.3; Christian Hellmich4; and

Andreas Fritsch, Ph.D.5

Abstract: Gypsum is made up of interlocked and elongated crystals. The random nature of its morphology suggests to resort to
homogenization of random media to investigate its mechanical properties from the scale of the single crystals upwards. Unfortunately, the
usual homogenization schemes fail to quantitatively predict the influence of the porosity on the effective Young’s modulus of gypsum.
This is clearly due to the inability of such approaches to take into account the elongated nature of the crystals. A modification of the
classical self-consistent scheme is proposed. It is validated against elastic characteristics computed by finite element analyses, and also
against experiments on real dried gypsum samples �with empty pores�. Finally, a strength model based on brittle failure is presented. The
whole strength domain in the space of macroscopic principal stresses is derived. The comparison to experimental data in both simple
tension and simple compression is remarkably good.

Keywords: Homogenization; Gypsum; Microstructures; Elasticity; Strength.

Introduction

As shown on the scanning electron microscope �SEM� picture on
Fig. 1, gypsum is made up of interlocking elongated crystals with
random orientation. This suggests that gypsum belongs to the
family of polycrystal-type materials. In the framework of classical
Eshelby-based homogenization tools for random media, such ma-
terials are typically modeled by the self-consistent scheme
�Kröner 1977�. Unfortunately, it is well known that a vanishing
effective stiffness is obtained for a solid volume fraction of 0.5,
while experimental data clearly reveal that gypsum exhibits non-
zero stiffness properties at least for solid volume fractions as low
as 0.3 �Sanahuja et al. 2008�.

On the other hand, it is not surprising that the other classical
schemes �differential, Mori Tanaka, and Christensen and Lo� fail
to predict correctly the effective stiffness as a function of the solid

volume fraction. Indeed, all these schemes predict a nonvanishing
stiffness as long as the solid volume fraction is nonzero. This is
related to the fact that they all attempt to take into account the
connectedness of a matrix phase which obviously does not exist
in gypsum at the scale revealing the crystals.

In conclusion, keeping the idea of dealing with a polycrystal-
line material, there is a need for extending the domain of appli-
cability of the classical self-consistent scheme, so as to be able to
predict a critical solid volume fraction much lower than 0.5. This
in short is the topic of the first part of the paper, presenting a
microelastic model for gypsum and its experimental validation.
After having discussed the elastic properties of gypsum, we then
address its strength in the framework of brittle failure. The pur-
pose is to define the domain of admissible stress states. This
analysis is validated by the comparison of theoretical and experi-
mental results from uniaxial compression and tension tests.
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Modified Self-Consistent Scheme for Elongated
Particle Phases

As pointed out in the introduction, classical homogenization
schemes fail to properly predict the effective stiffness of gypsum
as a function of porosity. In order to overcome this difficulty, a
modified self-consistent scheme is developed in the present sec-
tion. The aim is to take into account the elongated shape of the
solid particles. This new scheme is validated against numerical
computations �numerical homogenization performed on clearly
defined microstructures� available in the literature.

Theoretical Developments

We propose to modify the classical self-consistent scheme
through replacing the spherical inclusion used to estimate the
average strain in the solid phase by a set of infinitely many elon-
gated spheroids �prolates� representing single crystals character-
ized by anisotropic elasticity. All these spheroids are identical
with respect to shape and material behavior, while being isotro-
pically oriented in all directions in space, i.e., the spheroid’s Euler
angles �, �, and � �see Fig. 2� being uniformly distributed be-
tween zero and �, 2�, and 2�, respectively. This has two impli-
cations: �1� the stiffness tensor related to a single crystal is a
function of the Euler angles Cs�� , � , ��, while its components
are orientation-independent in the frame �u� 1 , u� 2 , u� 3� �see Fig. 2�,
and �2� the �overall� effective stiffness tensor of polycrystal “gyp-
sum” is isotropic; it is denoted by CSCS.

This micromechanical representation implies that two mor-
phological parameters characterize the microstructure: �1� the po-
rosity and �2� the aspect ratio of the solid spheroids, denoted by �

and rs, respectively.
The average strain in the pore space ���p is classically esti-

mated by the uniform strain arising in a spherical cavity embed-
ded into an infinite medium whose stiffness is CSCS, with uniform
strain �tensor E0� boundary conditions at infinity �see left part of
Fig. 3�

���p = �I − Ssph
SCS�−1:E0 �1�

with Ssph
SCS the Eshelby tensor �Eshelby 1957� of a sphere in the

medium of stiffness CSCS.
The average strain in the set of crystals whose orientation is

parametrized by �� , � , �� is estimated by the uniform strain aris-
ing in a prolate spheroid whose axis of revolution is e�r �charac-

terized by � , ��, made up of the same material as these crystals,
embedded in the infinite medium of stiffness CSCS, with uniform
strain �tensor E0� boundary conditions at infinity �see right part of
Fig. 3�; being a specific case of the Eshelby inhomogeneity prob-
lem �Eshelby 1957�

����, �, � = �I + Ppro
SCS��, ��:�Cs��, �, �� − CSCS��−1:E0 �2�

with Ppro
SCS�� , �� the Hill tensor of a prolate spheroid, whose axis

of revolution is characterized by � , �, in the medium of stiffness
CSCS.

The average strain in the whole solid domain is then obtained
from an angular average, since the orientation distribution of the
crystals was introduced as isotropic

���s =	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

�

����, �, �

sin �

8�2 d�d�d� �3�

A similar expression holds for the stresses averaged over the en-
tire solid domain

���s =	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

�

Cs��, �, ��:����, �, �

sin �

8�2 d�d�d� �4�

Finally, the strain tensor E applied on the boundary of the
representative element volume �REV� and the average stress 

over the REV then read

E = ����p + �1 − �����s �5a�

and


 = �1 − �����s �5b�

Eq. �5a� allows for relating the REV-related macroscopic strains
E to the �auxiliary� strains E0 imposed to the infinite matrices of
Fig. 3. More specifically, insertion of Eqs. �1�–�3� into Eq. �5a�

yields a relation between E0 and E. Use of this relation in
Eqs. �2�, �4�, and �5b� yields a relation between the macrosopic
stresses 
 and the macroscopic strains E, expressed through the
�homogenized and effective� self-consistent stiffness tensor of the
polycrystal

CSCS = �1 − ��	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

�

Cs��, �, ��:�I + Ppro
SCS��, ��:

�Cs��, �, �� − CSCS��−1sin �

8�2 d�d�d�:

��1 − ��	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

�

�I + Ppro
SCS��, ��:

�Cs��, �, �� − CSCS��−1sin �

8�2 d�d�d� + ��I − Ssph
SCS�−1�−1

�6�
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Fig. 2. Orientation of a given crystal characterized by the three Euler
angles � , � , �; the crystal frame �u�1 , u�2 , u�3� is defined with respect
to the reference frame �e�1 , e�2 , e�3� �the spherical frame �e�r , e�� , e���
appears as dotted lines�

e
rp s

orientation defined by (θ, φ, ψ)

SCS SCSξ(x) → E0 · x, |x| → ∞

Fig. 3. Auxiliary problems of elasticity to solve to implement the
self-consistent scheme proposed �sphere to represent the pore space p

and spheroids to represent the solid s�
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The self-consistent effective stiffness being isotropic, it is writ-
ten as CSCS=3kSCSJ+2gSCSK. From Eq. �6�, two nonlinear scalar
equations can be extracted, by projection of CSCS onto J and K.
The self-consistent estimates kSCS and gSCS of the effective bulk
and shear moduli are the positive solutions to these equations.
Unfortunately, the expressions of these equations are rather
lengthy, except for the classical case of the sphere �rs→1� and for
the limit case of the needle �rs→�� �see Eqs. �7� and �8��.

Numerical Validation

The proposed self-consistent scheme considers the material’s
morphology in an implicit, rather than a direct way. This concerns
two aspects: �1� rather than modeling the porous space between
the elongated needles in a geometrically exact way, the isotropic
distribution of different pore geometries between the crystals is
simply represented by a spherical pore geometry and �2� all crys-
tals and pores are set into a matrix made up of the homogenized
material, instead of considering the precise load transfer mecha-
nisms between individual crystals. This situation calls for careful
validation of the proposed scheme, first with respect to computa-
tions which do consider both the precise pore geometries between
crystal particles and the load carrying mechanisms between indi-
vidual particles. Fortunately, such FEM homogenization simula-
tions have been performed by Meille at NIST �Meille and Garboczi
2001�, on microstructures which were digitally generated, by
means of introduction of elongated solid particles into an initially
empty cube. Simulations performed on these clearly defined mi-
crostructures allow for checking of whether the proposed self-
consistent scheme is appropriate to model porous polycrystals
made up of elongated solid particles or not.

In �Meille and Garboczi 2001�, solid bars �rectangular paral-
lelepipeds� with aspect ratio 7:1:1 were put into a cube �unit cell�
with a size 5 to 10 times larger than the longest dimension of the
bars. Three ways of placing the solid bars were realized:
• All randomly placed bars are parallel to one of the axes of the

cube, and they may overlap �in this case, all bars consist of
21�3�3 voxels�;

• All randomly placed bars are parallel to one of the axes of the
cube, but their hard cores �measuring 19�1�1 voxels� are
not allowed to overlap �also in this case, all bars consist of
21�3�3 voxels�; and

• The bars are randomly oriented in space and they may overlap.
Thus, the first two configurations of bars �elongated crystals�

lead to cubically symmetric material behavior, while the third
configuration implies isotropic material behavior. The three con-
figurations �morphologies� were realized in various FEM discreti-
zations, as to avoid mesh dependencies. Interestingly, the �mesh-
independent� results of all three configurations yield virtually the
same relationship between the effective Young’s modulus Eeff and
the porosity �. Thus, data computed from the three types of mi-
crostructural configurations are represented by one and the same
cross symbol in Fig. 4. More specifically, the FEM computations
presented on the left part of Fig. 4 were performed with solid
particles exhibiting Young’s modulus Es=46 GPa and Poisson’s
ratio �s=0.33. These values correspond to the isotropic stiffness
tensor which is obtained by angular averaging of the anisotropic
gypsum crystal stiffness tensor �see Haussühl 1965 for its com-
ponents�.

The left part of Fig. 4 compares the FEM computations to
estimates from the proposed modified self-consistent scheme.
The latter have been determined by using prolate spheroids with
three different values for the aspect ratio, namely, 7, 10, and 15.

Note that a critical porosity appears, above which the effective
Young’s modulus vanishes. This critical porosity is denoted by �c.
It is found to depend on the aspect ratio rs of the prolates.

An excellent agreement between the estimates and the compu-
tations is observed. At lower porosities ��	0.4�, and in the range
�7,15� of aspect ratios explored here, the self-consistent estimates
hardly depend on the aspect ratio. At higher porosities, an aspect
ratio of about 15 �to be compared to the aspect ratio 7 of the
parallelepipeds� yields a very good agreement between the self-
consistent estimates and the FEM computations.

The agreement between self-consistent estimations and FEM
computations is confirmed by the prediction of the effective Pois-
son’s ratio �eff. The latter is plotted on the right part of Fig. 4, as
function of the porosity, for three different values of the Poisson’s
ratio �s of the solid spheroids, namely, 0, 0.2 and 0.33 �see �eff at
�=0�. These different values have been chosen in �Meille and
Garboczi 2001�, in order to investigate the influence of �s on the
curve �eff���. We here confirm a fact already found by means of
FEM computations: the effective Poisson’s ratio tends to a unique
value �independent of the Poisson’s ratio of the solid� when the
porosity reaches the critical porosity. This fact has also been
found in plane stress elasticity from two-dimensional numerical
computations �Day et al. 1992� and from a theoretical point of
view �Cherkaev et al. 1992�. On Fig. 4, we also plotted, in terms
of dotted lines, the porosity-effective characteristics relationships
defined through the most frequently used classical homogeniza-
tion schemes. Going from lower to higher effective moduli, they
are: self-consistent scheme with spherical shapes, differential
scheme, Christensen and Lo scheme, and Mori Tanaka scheme.
The elastic characteristics of the solid phase are still Es=46 GPa
and �s=0.33. Clearly enough, these classical homogenization
schemes are not able to properly predict the effective elastic char-
acteristics of polycrystals made up of lengthened solid particles,
as soon as �
0.3.

This comparison of the effective elastic characteristics esti-
mated from the self-consistent scheme to the ones computed by
FEM on clearly defined digital microstructures allows us to high-
light a family of morphologies whose effective stiffness can be
reasonably estimated by means of the proposed self-consistent
scheme. Thus, a self-consistent scheme with prolate spheroids
provides remarkably good estimates of the effective elastic char-
acteristics of a porous polycrystal made up of lengthened solid
grains. The next subsection pushes forward the investigation,
comparing the critical porosities �c, already uncovered on the left
part of Fig. 4, to results from geometrical computations.
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Fig. 4. Effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio estimated by
the self-consistent scheme with spherical pores and elongated solid
particles �with different aspect ratios rs�, compared to values com-
puted by FEM analyses �Meille and Garboczi 2001�; the classical
schemes indicated by dotted lines are �when ordered by increasing
stiffness�: self-consistent scheme with spherical solid inclusions, dif-
ferential scheme, Christensen and Lo scheme, and Mori-Tanaka
scheme
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Critical Porosity

The classical self-consistent scheme is based on spherical phase
shapes of both the solid and the pore phase. This scheme implies
a critical porosity of �c=1 /2, above which the effective Young’s
modulus vanishes. However, when considering spheroidal solid
phases, this critical porosity is found to depend on the aspect ratio
rs of the solid inhomogeneities. While the dependence of �c with
respect to rs has already been observed for prolate spheroids in
�Fritsch et al. 2006�, we here show this dependence for oblates. In
fact, �c even exclusively depends on rs; the critical porosity is
independent of the elastic characteristics of the solid phase. Con-
sistently, when rs→1, i.e., when the limit case of the spherical
shape is reached, the classical value of �c=1 /2 is retrieved. On
Fig. 5, the critical solid volume fraction f s

c=1−�c is represented
as a function of the aspect ratio rs of the spheroids, it is indicated

by a solid line. Starting from a maximum related to spherical
solid phase shape, the critical volume fraction decreases when the
spheroids are either lengthened or flattened. Indeed, it seems in-
tuitive that upon lengthening or flattening, less solid is required
to reach a given stiffness level. As already pointed out in �Fritsch
et al. 2006�, the critical porosity disappears ��c→1� if rs→�

�see Table 1�. This is also the case if rs→0. Table 1 gives
the effective Poisson’s ratio showing up at the critical porosity
�c=lim�→�c �SCS. The latter only depends on the aspect ratio rs. It
is independent of the solid Poisson’s ratio �s.

The fact that the critical porosity depends exclusively on the
aspect ratio rs, which is, besides the porosity, the only other mor-
phological parameter of the model, suggests that the critical po-
rosity might reflect a purely geometrical phenomenon. Garboczi
et al. �1995� performed numerical simulations of percolation
thresholds of intersectable spheroids. These thresholds, obtained
from a purely geometrical method, are represented by dots on
Fig. 5. The percolation thresholds �from geometry� and the criti-
cal porosities �from mechanics� are found to describe remarkably
similar tendencies. This strengthens the relevance of the proposed
self-consistent scheme, for describing porous polycrystals made
up of elongated particles.

Limit Case of Needles

In the section devoted to strength, we will make use of the self-
consistent elastic moduli in the case of needles �rs→�� whose
elasticity tensor is isotropic �bulk and shear moduli ks and gs�. In
this case, relatively simple scalar equations can be extracted from
Eq. �6�



ik=0

2



ig=0

2

aik, ig
�ms, �� kSCS

ks

�ikgSCS

gs

�ig

= 0 �7�



ik=0

2



ig=0

6

bik, ig
�ms, �� kSCS

ks

�ikgSCS

gs

�ig

= 0 �8�

with ms=4gs /3 /ks, and with the polynomials aik, ig
�ms , ��

and bik, ig
�ms , ��, respectively, being given in Tables 2 and 3,

respectively.

Micromechanics of Gypsum Elasticity

Being validated against numerical computations on microstruc-
tures made up of elongated particles, the modified self-consistent
scheme proposed in the previous section can confidently be used

Table 1. Critical Porosity and Effective Poisson’s Ratio Associated, for
Some Values of the Aspect Ratio of the Spheroids

rs 0 1 �

�c 1 1/2 1

�c �0.173 1/5 �17−�79� / 35�0.232

Table 2. Polynomials aik,ig
�ms , �� Occurring in Eq. �7�

ik

ig 0 1 2

0 0 0 �ms+4��

1 ms
2��−1� ms�ms+8�−4� ms�4−��

2 3ms
2��−1� 3ms

2 0

Table 3. Polynomials bik,ig
�ms , �� Occurring in Eq. �8�

ik

ig 0 1 2

0 0 0 48�1−��

1 0 116ms�1−�� 4ms�36−61��+16�27−52��

2 56ms
2�1−�� ms�ms�312−587��+4�207−482��� 4ms�84−209��−16�47�+3�

3 ms
2�ms�144−319��+20�18−53��� ms�35ms�16−51��−4�299�+101�� −4ms�139�+36�+16�2�−27�

4 ms
2�ms�224−949��−8�69�+31�� ms�−ms�869�+456�+20�2�−27�� 12ms�3�−28�

5 ms
2�−5ms�77�+48�+4�17�−42�� ms

2�41�−416� 0

6 ms
3�53�−128� 0 0
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Fig. 5. Critical solid volume fraction as a function of the aspect ratio
of the solid spheroids, estimated by the self-consistent scheme, and
percolation threshold numerically computed �Garboczi et al. 1995�

�logarithmic scale to reveal the evolutions for very low and very high
aspect ratios�
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to explain the stiffness of gypsum. Thereby, the model input pa-
rameters are: �1� porosity; �2� aspect ratio of the prolates; and �3�

elasticity tensor of single gypsum crystal.

Stiffness of the Gypsum Crystals

Elasticity Tensor of a Single Gypsum Crystal

Each single gypsum crystal exhibits an anisotropic elastic behav-
ior, arising from its crystallographic structure. Its stiffness tensor
has been measured by ultrasonic means �Haussühl 1965�. The
nonzero components of the latter are listed in Table 4, which is to
be completed by symmetry �cijkl=c jikl=cijlk=cklij�.

These components are given in a particular frame, defined
with respect to the elementary crystallographic lattice of De Jong
and Bouman �1938� �see Fig. 6�

e�1 =
a�

�a� �
, e�2 =

b�

�b� �
and e�3 = e�1 ∧ e�2 �9�

Axis of the Crystal in the Elementary Lattice

Next, the position of the single crystal’s principal material direc-
tions relative of the direction of the longest dimension of the
elongated �axisymmetric� crystal is due. In other words, the axes
of De Jong and Bouman’s lattice need to be properly oriented
with respect to the longest dimension of the elongated crystal. In
this aspect, two contradictory options are reported in the open
literature:

Observing the growth of single gypsum crystals, Klima �1983�

noted that lmeas�wmeas �see Fig. 7�. Accordingly, the direction

into which the crystals develop their largest length is the intersec-
tion of the crystallographic planes �010� and �011�, that is a� . For
the appropriate representation of this case, we will consider the
vector a� of the lattice of De Jong and Bouman as the axis of the
spheroids representing the solid phase.

On the other hand, according to Simon and Bienfait �1965�

�see the detailed review in Meille �2001��, the gypsum crystals
grow preferentially in the direction c� of the elementary lattice of
De Jong and Bouman �see Fig. 8�. We will not enter into the
discussion on which of these two options should be preferred.
Instead, we consider also an appropriate mechanical representa-
tion of the second option, by introducing the vector c� of the lattice
of De Jong and Bouman as the axis of symmetry of the axi-
symmetric solid spheroids. In the following, we will compare
model-predicted effective stiffnesses corresponding to the afore-
mentioned two options.

Experimental Validation of the Microelastic Model
for Gypsum

Herein, we validate the model described and validated in the pre-
vious section, with the solid stiffness tensor given in Table 4, by
comparing respective self-consistent estimates evaluated for three
aspect ratios of the solid spheroids, �namely, rs=7, 10, and 15�, to
corresponding experimental data for gypsum �dried samples, that
is with empty �drained� pores�, reported in Meille �2001�, Colak
�2006�, Ali and Singh �1975�, Phani �1986�, and Tazawa �1998�

Table 4. Nonzero Components of the Stiffness Tensor of the Gypsum
Crystal �Haussühl 1965�

ijkl

cijkl

�GPa�

1111 78.59

2222 62.74

3333 72.59

1122 41.01

1133 26.85

2233 24.24

2323 9.10

1313 26.41

1212 10.44

1113 �7.0

2213 3.1

3313 �17.4

2312 �1.55

β

e3

e1 e2

a
b

c

β = 118.36°

Fig. 6. Crystallographic lattice of De Jong and Bouman �1938� and
definition of the frame �e�1 , e�2 , e�3� in which the gypsum stiffness
tensor is expressed �see Table 4�

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of growing crystals, as observed by
Klima �1983�

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of a gypsum crystal with its faces
and the direction of largest length �Meille 2001�
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�see Fig. 9�. This figure shows two plots: the left one relates to the
hypothesis of Klima �1983� where the direction of the largest
dimension of each single crystal coincides with the lattice axis a� ,
while the right one relates to the hypothesis of Simon and Bienfait
�1965� where the direction of the largest dimension of each single
crystal coincides with the lattice axis c� �see previous subsubsec-
tion “Axis of the Crystal in the Elementary Lattice”�.

A satisfying agreement between model predictions and experi-
ments is reached for an aspect ratio of 15, over the whole range
of experimentally investigated porosities. Note that the choice of
the axis of the prolates, either a� or c� , hardly affects the microme-
chanical prediction of the effective Young’s modulus as a function
of the porosity �see also the two virtually superimposed curves of
Fig. 10�. As regards the overall homogenized Young’s modulus of
the polycrystals, the relation between lattice and crystal orienta-
tions is eventually negligible. This allows us, for the sake of
economy, to restrict, from now onwards, our considerations to
one of the two orientation options; we will consider the crystal’s
long axis being aligned with the lattice axis c� .

Conclusively, the self-consistent scheme with prolate-shaped
solid inhomogeneities thus provides a morphological representa-
tion which is well suited to predict the effective Young’s modulus
of materials made up of lengthened crystals, such as gypsum. For
the sake of completeness, let us state that the model’s limit case of
needles �rs→�� has already been successfully applied to hy-
droxyapatite biomaterials �Fritsch et al. 2006, 2009�.

Influence of the Aspect Ratio of the Particles

The conditions for preparing the mix between plaster powder and
water can have a great impact on the shape of the crystals ob-

tained at the end of hydration. Considering a constant water over
plaster ratio and using various mixing conditions, Meille �2001�

prepared gypsum samples with crystals of different aspect ratios,
all exhibiting the same intercrystalline porosity �=0.55. Sample-
specific spatial “averages” over the aspect ratios of the indivi-
dual single crystals were estimated from SEM observations �see
Table 5 for the average values and the corresponding Young’s
moduli�. Conclusively, experiments show that the aspect ratio of
the single crystals modifies the effective Young’s modulus of the
overall polycrystal-type material. Subsequently, we evaluate
whether the proposed self-consistent scheme is able to predict this
tendency.

The standard mixing conditions �mixing with tap water with-
out any additive at room temperature� are taken as a reference
�first line of Table 5�. Therefore, in Fig. 11, the model-predicted
Young’s moduli are normalized with respect to the Young’s
modulus corresponding to the aforementioned reference case
�which is Eref

eff=Eeff�rs=12.5��, and these predictions are studied as
function of the aspect ratio �see Fig. 11�. The model-predicted
stiffness estimates agree reasonably well with the measured data,
in particular when considering the experimental scattering of both
the Young’s modulus data �dispersion of 10% �Meille 2001�� and
of the aspect ratio data �see Fig. 11�. The �solid� curve represent-
ing model-predicted stiffnesses falls into three parts, which are
separated by values for the aspect ratio which satisfy �c�rs�=�;
whereby �c is the critical porosity defined in subsection “critical
porosity.” Visualizing this situation, the dashed line of Fig. 11
represents the curve �c�rs�, the horizontal dotted line represents
�=0.55, and the two vertical lines correspond to the two aspect
ratios where �c�rs�=�. Let us shortly discuss these three parts of
the solid curve illustrated in Fig. 11:
• For flattened particles �oblate spheroids rs1�, the Young’s

modulus is the higher the flatter the particles �the smaller rs�.
Once rs becomes so large that �c�rs�=�, the effective stiffness
vanishes.

Table 5. Effect of the Preparation-Specific Average Aspect Ratio of the
Single Crystals Found in One Material Sample, on the Effective Young’s
Modulus of Gypsum �Meille 2001�

Mixing condition
Aspect
ratio

Young’s modulus
�GPa�

Reference 12.5 3.7

Crushed gypsum 13.3 4.5

70°C 9.8 4.2

Citric acid 0.5 1.3
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Fig. 9. Experimental data for Young’s modulus of dried gypsum
�Meille 2001; Colak 2006; Ali and Singh 1975; Phani 1986; Tazawa
1998�, and corresponding self-consistent estimates, evaluated for two
lattice orientations with respect to the axes of the single prolate crys-
tals, and for three aspect ratios of the solid spheroids
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• Conversely, for elongated particles �prolate spheroids rs�1�,
the Young’s modulus is the higher the more elongated the par-
ticles �the larger rs�. For example, for rs=5, the Young’s modu-
lus only reaches 45% of the reference value. Once rs becomes
so small that �c�rs�=�, the effective stiffness vanishes.

• Third, there is a region around rs=1 where the particles are not
elongated or flattened enough as to allow for any nonzero
stiffness.
The model suggests that lengthened or flattened particles are

desirable for optimization of the effective stiffness. However, the
effective Young’s modulus reaches a plateau at 120% of the ref-
erence value �rs=12.5� when rs→�, which renders the reference
case as already being quite well optimized. Practically, it is diffi-
cult to produce very elongated crystals. Moreover, bundles of
elongated crystals have sometimes been observed; from a view-
point of precise representation of the microstructure, this could
suggest consideration of nonisotropic and nonrandom distribution
of crystals, and/or of a morphological building block comprising
these bundles of crystals.

It is important to note that to plot the continuous curve on
Fig. 11, the aspect ratio rs has been used as the aspect ratio of the
solid inhomogeneities entering the auxiliary elasticity problems of
the self-consistent scheme. The abscissa of each experimental
point �dot on Fig. 11� corresponds to an average aspect ratio
measured on the real microstructure. From a theoretical point of
view, the aspect ratio of the solid spheroids used in the auxiliary
problems of elasticity need not necessarily to be the average as-
pect ratio of the particles making up the microstructure. This
suggests some care in interpreting the comparison proposed in
Fig. 11 �see for example the data point at rs=0.5 which falls in the
domain of vanishing effective modulus predicted by the model�.
In addition, the random and isotropic distribution of crystals is
certainly a simplified representation of the real microstructure of
gypsum.

“Equivalent” Isotropic Stiffness Tensor

All stiffness estimations of the two previous subsections were
based on the anisotropic stiffness tensor of the single gypsum
crystals �see Table 4�. The related complexity and computational
expenditure is tractable for purely elastic calculations, but it
becomes a serious issue when entering questions of elastic limit
and strength. Therefore, the question arises whether this aniso-
tropic single crystal elasticity can be represented in a computa-
tionally less expensive way, namely through an equivalent

isotropic elasticity tensor characterizing single crystal behavior.
Such an approach has already been successfully in the framework
of finite element based numerical homogenization schemes
�Meille and Garboczi 2001�. Also for porous �polycrystal� hy-
droxyapatite biomaterials, anisotropic, and equivalent isotropic
hydroxyapatite stiffness tensors yielded virtually the same effec-
tive stiffnesses estimated from needle-based self-consistent
schemes �Fritsch et al. 2006�.

As equivalent isotropic stiffness of the single crystals, we pro-
pose to use the homogenized isotropic stiffness of gypsum, evalu-
ated for the porosity tending toward zero �see Fig. 9�. This yields
Eeff��→0+�=40 GPa and �eff��→0+�=0.34. The relevance of
such an approximation is evidenced in Fig. 12, which depicts the
effective Young’s modulus as a function of porosity, using pro-
lates with the anisotropic stiffness on the one hand �computations
from subsection “Experimental Validation of the Microelastic
Model For Gypsum,” plain line�, and with isotropic stiffness on

the other �dashed line�; the differences are negligible.
Thus, in the following, we will consider the stiffness of the

single gypsum crystals as isotropic, characterized by the Young’s
modulus Es=40 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio �s=0.34.

Modeling Brittle Strength of Gypsum
through an Elastic Limit Approach

In the previous section, a micromechanical model of gypsum
elasticity has been proposed. The good agreement with experi-
mental data supports the fact that the chosen morphological
model is relevant with respect to the gypsum microstructure. The
purpose of the present section is to reuse the morphological
model, in order to investigate the strength of gypsum.

The failure mechanism of dry gypsum is brittle and seems to
involve decohesion of the crystals �Meille 2001�. Precise model-
ing of such an interfacial phenomenon is feasible for the case of
spherical inclusions �Dormieux et al. 2007; Fritsch et al. 2007a�,
but the extension to prolate particles would involve mathematical
expenditures which go far beyond the scope of this paper. There-
fore, we extend our fundamental vision of the interfacial decohe-
sion of needle-type objects, remembering that such objects are
predominantly loaded through stresses related to the normal
pointing in the needle direction. Remembering in addition that
our approach delivers �average� stress fields which are homoge-
neous within the individual needles, we propose to formulate a
failure criterion in terms of the stress vectors related to the needle
direction �being homogeneous within the corresponding cylindri-
cal phase�, using therefore a bulk failure concept for a virtually
one-dimensional �needle� structure, as to mimic interfacial failure.
This concept might sound convincing from the viewpoint of en-
gineering intuition, but daring from a strictly mathematical view-
point. Thus, there is only one way to show its practical relevance,
careful experimental validation. Before, we have to develop the
theory for upscaling of brittle strength from the single needle
scale to that of the porous polycrystal. Given the brittle nature of
the material, its strength coincides with its elastic limit. At the
individual needle scale, this limit is described through a micro-
scopic criterion describing the set of stresses admissible within a
single gypsum crystal. The failure of the polycrystal, in turn, is
considered to occur, once one crystal reaches this failure criterion.
Thus, it is the most adversely stressed crystal direction facing
failure. In this sense, failure is indeed related to “stress peaks” in
the porous gypsum polycrystal, although we employ average
stresses over single crystals exhibiting the same orientation.
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Criterion at the Crystals Scale

The microscopic failure criterion depends on the average stress in
the crystal. Moreover, as the gypsum crystals exhibit an elongated
shape, it seems to be reasonable to take into account the morpho-
logical prominence of one direction. The average stress in a crys-
tal of axis N� is denoted by �

N� . We thus propose a microscopic
criterion based on the stress vector acting on the cross section of
the crystal, that is �

N� ·N� . This stress vector can be decomposed
into an axial stress �N=N� ·�N� ·N� and a tangential stress vector
�� T=�

N� ·N� −�NN� �see Fig. 13� with magnitude �T= ��� T�. We con-
sider �N and �T fulfilling a Mohr-Coulomb criterion

�T = ���cr − �N� �10�

with two parameters �cr and � characterizing the microscopic
strength �see Fig. 14�. Brittle failure is considered; the macro-
scopic criterion is reached once one single crystal fails.

Homothetic „Cone-Type… Nature of Macroscopic
Failure Criterion

This section is devoted to the investigation of the qualitative
shape of the macroscopic elastic domain, when the failure crite-
rion of the crystals is described by Eq. �10�. The macroscopic
elastic domain can be written in the form

�
 such that sup
�N� , T� �, N� ·T� =0, �N� �=�T� �=1

��N + �NT  ��cr� �11�

with N� the axis of the crystal, �N=N� ·�N� ·N� and �NT=N� ·�N� ·T� .

Localization of Average Stress in Crystals

To express brittle failure in terms of the macroscopic stress tensor

, a relation between the stress �

N� in the crystals and the mac-
roscopic stress is due. Such a relation is standardly called local-
ization or concentration relation, and expressed through a stress
concentration tensor B, according to

�
N� = B�N� , �s, rs, ��:
 �12�

The stress concentration tensor obviously depends on the orien-
tation N� of the crystal. Moreover, as dimensional analysis shows,
it also depends on the Poisson’s ratio �s of the crystals, on the
aspect ratio rs of the latter, and on the porosity �. In the follow-
ing, we omit the dependence on the three parameters, simply
denoting the concentration tensor as B�N� �. Considering N� =e�r, the
expression for B�N� � can be derived from Eqs. �2� and �4�, and �5�

B�N� � =
1

1 − �
Cs:�I + Ppro

SCS��, ��:�Cs − CSCS��−1:

�	
�=0

2� 	
�=0

�

�I + Ppro
SCS��, ��:�Cs − CSCS��−1

�
sin �

4�
d�d��−1

:Cs
−1 �13�

Note that the stiffness tensor Cs of the gypsum crystals is now
regarded as isotropic �see subsection “Equivalent Isotropic Stiff-
ness Tensor”�. In Eq. �13�, every tensor is isotropic, except for
Ppro

SCS�� ,��, which is transverse isotropic, with N� being the normal
to the isotropic plane. In the frame �e�� , e�� , e�r�, the components
of Ppro

SCS�� , �� do not depend on �� ,��. This independence also
holds for the stress localization tensor B�N� �.

Case I: Hydrostatic „Isotropic… Macroscopic Stress

To begin with, a purely spherical �isotropic and hydrostatic� mac-
roscopic stress state 
=h1 is considered. We seek the maximum
value of h compatible with the failure criterion �Eq. �10��. Since
B�N� � is a transversely isotropic fourth-order tensor with the iso-
tropic plane perpendicular to N� , it follows that

B�N� �:1 = bNN� � N� + bT�T� 1 � T� 1 + T� 2 � T� 2� �14�

with T� 1 ·N� =0, T� 2 ·N� =0, and T� 1 ·T� 2=0. It is emphasized that bN

and bT do not depend on the orientation N� of the crystal. The
concentration rule �

N� =hB�N� � :1 yields �N=hbN and �NT=0. Ac-
cordingly, for an isotropic macroscopic stress, the inequality �Eq.
�11�� which characterizes the admissible macroscopic stress
states, takes the form

sup
�N� , T� �, N� ·T� =0, �N� �=�T� �=1

��N + �NT = �hbN  ��cr �15�

In other words, the local criterion proves to be independent of the
orientation of the crystal. This is clearly due to the fact that an
isotropic distribution of crystal orientation has been assumed, to-
gether with an isotropic macroscopic loading. Eq. �15� implies
that the maximum value hmax of h, chosen such that h1 be admis-
sible, reads hmax=�cr /bN. In the limit case of needle-shaped crys-
tals �aspect ratio rs→��, the expression of hmax becomes
analytical

hmax =
�1 − ��ks�3kSCS + 3gSCS + gs�

3ks�k
SCS + gSCS� + gs�3ks − 2kSCS�

�cr �16�

Here, we recall that moduli kSCS and gSCS are numerically deter-
mined from Eqs. �7� and �8�. From Eq. �16�, using kSCSks, it is
readily verified that hmax	�cr, the equality being achieved in the
asymptotic situation �=0 �pure gypsum�. Dimensional analysis of
Eq. �16� also reveals that the normalized tensile elastic limit
hmax

/�cr only depends on � and �s. For a constant �s=0.34, its
dependence on the porosity � is presented in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 13. Decomposition of the stress vector acting on the cross sec-
tion of a crystal
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Fig. 14. Elastic domain for gypsum crystals
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Case II: Arbitrary Macroscopic Stress

The purpose of this section is to establish that the elastic domain
E in the macroscopic stress space is a cone which apex lies on the
straight line of isotropic stresses, namely, at point 
=hmax1—and
this holds for any aspect ratio of the solid inclusions.

To do so, let us assume that 
=hmax1+S�E, S denoting a
given symmetric second-order tensor. We have to show that 

=hmax1+�S�E, ∀��0. Owing to the fact that 
=hmax1+S�E,
we have

∀�N� , T� � such that N� · T� = 0 and �N� � = �T� � = 1

�N� · �B�N� �:�hmax1 + S�� · N� + N� · �B�N� �:�hmax1 + S�� · T�  ��cr

�17�

Recalling that hmax meets the condition N� · �B�N� � :hmax1� ·N� =�cr

and that N� · �B�N� � :hmax1� ·T� =0 �see Eq. �14��, Eq. �17� becomes

∀�N� , T� � such that N� · T� = 0 and �N� � = �T� � = 1

�N� · �B�N� �:S� · N� + N� · �B�N� �:S� · T�  0 �18�

Multiplying Eq. �18� by ��0 and adding �N� · �B�N� � :hmax1� ·N�
=��cr and N� · �B�N� � :hmax1� ·T� =0 eventually yields

∀�N� , T� � such that N� · T� = 0 and �N� � = �T� � = 1

�N� · �B�N� �:�hmax1 + �S�� · N� + N� · �B�N� �:�hmax1 + �S�� · T�  ��cr

�19�

This inequality states that the macroscopic stress state 
=hmax1

+�S�E. This completes the proof that E is a cone of the stress
space with apex hmax1. We now focus on the shape of the cross
section of the cone.

Cross-Sectional Shape of Macroscopic Failure
Criterion

The purpose of this section is to characterize the shape of the
cone representing the elastic domain E in the macroscopic stress
space. Assuming an isotropic distribution of crystals orientation,
E can be sought in the space of principal stresses �
1 , 
2 , 
3�.
We therefore write the macroscopic stress state in the form


 = 
1e�1 � e�1 + 
2e�2 � e�2 + 
3e�3 � e�3 �20�

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the analysis to the case of
needle-shaped crystals �rs→��.

Case I: Failure of Single Crystals Governed by Tensile
Stress Only

We first consider the case where the failure of the elementary
crystal is controlled by the normal stress

�N  �cr �21�

The first step consists in relating the macroscopic stress 
 to the
normal �microscopic� stress in the crystal oriented in direction
N� =e�r, this microscopic normal stress being denoted by �N

=N� ·�N� ·N� . Making therefore use of the stress concentration ten-
sor defined by B �Eq. �12��, one obtains

�N = N� · �B�N� �:
� · N� �22�

After some algebra, it is found that

�N = a0�
1 + 
2 + 
3�

+ a1��
1 cos2 � + 
2 sin2 ��sin2 � + 
3 cos2 �� �23�

where Eq. �13� has been used. The expressions of the coefficients
a0 and a1 are too lengthy for being reported herein. Still, it is
worth mentioning that they only depend on �s and � with a1�0.
They are plotted in Fig. 16 as a function of porosity �.

Next, we are interested in the orientation of the single crystal
which is the first to fulfill Eq. �21�, i.e., of the single crystal which
will fail first �critical crystal�. Accordingly, we seek, for a given
macroscopic stress state �
1 , 
2 , 
3�, the orientation �� , ��
which maximizes �N in the form Eq. �23�. Since a1�0, it suffices
to maximize over �0, ��� �0, 2�� the function f�� , �� defined
by

f:��, �� � �
1 cos2 � + 
2 sin2 ��sin2 � + 
3 cos2 � �24�

The maximum of f�� , �� is found to depend on the way the
principal stresses are ordered �see result in Table 6�. As expected,
the axis of the critical crystal coincides with the direction of
the maximum principal stress �see Fig. 17�. Moreover, the maxi-
mal value of f is equal to this maximum principal stress 
I.

Let us order the principal stresses as 
I

II

III. In the line
of the previous result, the maximum of �N Eq. �23� reads identi-
cally for all possible orientations of single crystals, namely

Table 6. Maximization of the Function f Defined by Eq. �24�

Case

Maximum of f

� � Value of f


1�
2 and 
1�
3 � /2 0 
1


2�
1 and 
2�
3 � /2 � /2 
2


3�
1 and 
3�
2 0 
3
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Fig. 15. Macroscopic elastic limit in hydrostatic tension, as a func-
tion of porosity, for needle-shaped crystals �rs→�� and �s=0.34
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max
0	�	�, 0	�2�

�N = a0�
I + 
II + 
III� + a1
I �25�

Thus, when introducing the intensity of the spherical part of
the macroscopic stress tensor, as 
m=tr 
 /3 �mean stress�, the
macroscopic failure criterion takes the form

3a0
m + a1
I = �cr �26�

where a0 and a1 have been plotted on Fig. 16. Specifying Eq. �26�

for the stress state in the cone apex, i.e., for 
I=
II=
III=hmax,
yields hmax=�cr / �3a0+a1�.

Note that �→0 implies a0→0 and a1→1. Accordingly, the
macroscopic criterion tends toward the Rankine-type criterion

I=�cr, which can be also given in the form


1  �cr and 
2  �cr and 
3  �cr �27�

This domain E0 corresponds to the eighth of space delimited by
the three planes of equation 
i=�cr , i� �1, 2 , 3�.

In the general case ��0, it is found that E�E0. This inclusion
of the space of admissible �macroscopic� stress states within E0 is
often introduced as a physically motivated requirement when the
�macroscopic� failure criterion is chosen without microstructural
considerations �i.e., in the framework of so-called phenomeno-
logical approaches�, see Desrues �2002� for the case of the
Drucker-Prager criterion. Interestingly, the present micromechani-
cal approach meets this requirement naturally, irrespective of the
chosen model parameter �cr.

The cross section of the macroscopic criterion is an equilateral
triangle �Fig. 18�, which equation is given by Eq. �26�. Note that
the macroscopic counterpart of a uniaxial �frictionless� micro-

scopic criterion �N�cr is a �conical� frictional criterion, that is,
a criterion depending on the mean stress 
m=tr 
 /3.

To quantify the influence of porosity on the cone aperture, it
useful to introduce two Drucker-Prager criteria �defined by 
d

=��hmax−
m��: their cross sections are circles which are in-
scribed into ��i� and circumscribed ��c� around the equilateral
triangle �Eq. �26��. The corresponding friction coefficients �i and
�c read

�i =
�3

2
1 +

3a0

a1
� and �c = 2�i �28�

The latter are plotted on Fig. 19 as a function of porosity: the
higher the porosity, the sharper the cone.

Case II: Failure of Single Crystals Governed by Normal
and Shear Stress

We now consider the complete microscopic criterion �Eq. �10��

�N +
1

�
�T = �cr �29�

with a finite value of �.
In addition to the normal stress �N �Eq. �23��, also the shear

stress �T= ��N� ·N� −�NN� � needs to be related the macroscopic
stress 
. After some algebra, the corresponding concentration re-
lation reads as

�T = a2a1 sin ���
3 − 
2 + �
2 − 
1�cos2 ��2cos2 � + �
2 − 
1�2cos2 � sin2 � �30�

with the coefficient a1�0 already involved in �N �Eq. �23�� and

a2 =
4gsg

SCS

gs + gSCS

3ks + gs + 3gSCS

8gsg
SCS + 9ksgs − 3ksg

SCS � 0 �31�

Fig. 20 illustrates the latter coefficient as a function of the porosity.
The macroscopic loading is characterized by the stresses �
1 , 
2 , 
3�. The critical crystal is the one which maximizes �N+�T /�.

Referring to Eqs. �23� and �30�, this expression reads

�N +
�T

�
= a0�
1 + 
2 + 
3� + a1g��, �� �32�

with

Σ1 > Σ2 and Σ1 > Σ3

Σ2 > Σ1 and Σ2 > Σ3

Σ3 > Σ1 and Σ3 > Σ2

e1

e2

e3

Fig. 17. Axis of the critical crystal �represented by a bold arrow�

depending on how the principal stresses are ordered

Σ1

Σ2

Σ3

Σ1 Σ2

Σ3

Fig. 18. Macroscopic criterion depicted in the space of principal
stresses, and cross section through the hydrostatic axis at 
m

=tr 
 /3 constant

g��, �� = �
1 cos2 � +
2 sin2 ��sin2 � +
3 cos2 � + A sin �� �
3 −
2 + �
2 −
1�cos2 ��2cos2 � + �
2 −
1�
2cos2 � sin2 � �33�
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where A=a2 /��0. As a1�0 and for symmetrical reasons, it suf-
fices to maximize the function g�� , �� on the domain �0, � /2�
� �0, � /2�, that is on one eighth of the unit sphere. It can be
shown that this function does not admit a maximum on the open
domain �0,� /2�� �0,� /2�. A local maximum is thus sought on
each of the “edges” of the eighth of the unit sphere, characterized
by �=� /2, �=0, or �=� /2. The results are reported in Table 7.
The global maximum is then determined. Eventually, the orienta-
tion of the critical crystal depends on both �c= �arctan A� /2 and
the way the principal stresses are ordered. Consequently, six cases
are to be investigated �see Fig. 21�.

As in the previous subsection, the principal stresses are or-
dered as 
I

II

III. From Table 7, the maximum value of g

always reads as

max
0	�	�, 0	�2�

g��,�� =

I + 
III

2
+


I − 
III

2
�1 + A2 �34�

Consequently, when recalling Eq. �32� and the definition of A, the
macroscopic elastic domain reads as

3a0
m + a1�
I + 
III

2
+


I − 
III

2
�1 + �a2/��2�  �cr �35�

where a0 , a1 , a2=still defined by Eqs. �23� and �31�. Note that
these three coefficients only depend on �s and � �see Figs. 16 and
20�. In the space of principal stresses, the criterion is a cone
whose cross section is a nonregular hexagon �Fig. 22�. The cone
is the sharper, the lower the microscopic parameter �.

It is useful to derive the Drucker-Prager criteria inscribed into
and circumscribed around the criterion defined by Eq. �35�. The

cone inscribed is tangent to the six planes delimiting the criterion.
The circumscribed criterion is the one containing the half-line

I=
II

III of the criterion. Thus

�i = �3
1 + 3a0/a1

�1 + 3�1 + �a2/��2�
and �c = �31 +

3a0

a1
� �36�

These two parameters are represented as functions of the porosity
�, in Fig. 23, for three values of � :1.1, 10, and infinity �to re-
trieve the local criterion taking only the normal stress into ac-
count, given in Eq. �26��. Note that �=10 nearly provides the
results based on the purely tensile local criterion ��→��. At high
porosities ���0.6�, the friction angles �i and �c hardly depend
on �.

Experimental Validation

In principal, it would be very desirable to have triaxial tests on
gypsum, as to validate the micromechanical strength model de-
veloped in this subsection. Triaxial tests results exist, but on the
gypsum rock, whose morphology �at the crystals scale� differ
from the gypsum material studied here. Thus, we validate our
model through uniaxial tensile and compressive strength tests.
Again, we distinguish the case of a tensile failure criterion at the
single crystal scale, given by Eq. �21� from that of the combined
normal/shear stress criterion, given by Eq. �29�.

Table 7. Local Maximization of the Function g Defined by Eq. �33�

�=� /2
case

Local maximum of g

� Value of g


1�
2 �arctan A� /2 �
1+
2+ �
1−
2��1+A2� /2


2�
1 ��−arctan A� /2 �
1+
2+ �
2−
1��1+A2� /2

�=0
case

Local maximum of g

� Value of g


3�
1 �arctan A� /2 �
1+
3+ �
3−
1��1+A2� /2


1�
3 ��−arctan A� /2 �
1+
3+ �
1−
3��1+A2� /2

�=� /2
case

Local maximum of g

� Value of g


3�
2 �arctan A� /2 �
2+
3+ �
3−
2��1+A2� /2


2�
3 ��−arctan A� /2 �
2+
3+ �
2−
3��1+A2� /2
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Case I: Failure of Single Crystals Governed by Tensile
Stress Only

In a tensile �respectively compressive� test, the macroscopic stress
state is defined by 
I=
t, 
II=
III=0, where 
t�0 �respectively

III=−
c and 
I=
II=0, where 
c�0�. In these particular cases,
the failure criterion �Eq. �26�� yields the following elastic limits


t
lim =

�cr

a0 + a1
and 
c

lim = −
�cr

a0
�37�

Apart from � and �s, these elastic limits depend on the local
normal stress threshold �cr. A direct measurement of this param-
eter, at the microscopic scale, seems to be out of reach. We con-
sider the macroscopic tensile strength measured at a vanishing
porosity, this strength amounting to around 15 MPa �see left part
of Fig. 24�. Since 
t

lim��→0�=�cr �see Eq. �37� for a0→0 and
a1→1 according to Fig. 16�, it follows that �cr=15 MPa. The
model predictions are compared to experimental data on dried
gypsum from various literature sources, illustrated by the left part
of Fig. 24. The right-hand side of this figure illustrates the mac-
roscopic strain �in the direction of loading� when the elastic limit
is reached. For computing this failure strain, we consider that the
macroscopic behavior remains linear elastic below the elastic
limit.

The model predictions are satisfactory, except for the compres-
sive strengths at low porosities. There, the shear stress at the
single crystal scale obviously plays a role; it will be considered
hereafter as Case II.

Case II: Failure of Single Crystals Governed by Normal
and Shear Stress

From the criterion �Eq. �35��, the uniaxial macroscopic elastic
limits are derived as


t
lim =

�cr

a0 + ��1 + �a2/��2 + 1�a1/2

and


c
lim =

�cr

− a0 + ��1 + �a2/��2 − 1�a1/2
�38�

The microscopic parameters �cr and � have to be estimated from
experimental strength values at a vanishing porosity. Specifying
Eq. �38� for �→0, i.e., for a0→0, a1→1, and a2→1, we have


t
lim�� → 0� =

2�cr

�1 + 1/�2 + 1
and 
c

lim�� → 0� =
2�cr

�1 + 1/�2 − 1

�39�

At a quasizero porosity, the measured strength values in tension
and in compression amount to 15 and 125 MPa �see experimental
data plotted as dots on left part of Fig. 25�. This yields �cr

=17 MPa and �=1.3. The estimated elastic limits are then com-
pared to the experimental measurements on the left part of
Fig. 25. Now, the model is able to properly predict the strength in
tension and in compression, across relatively dispersed experi-
mental data coming from various sources.

The macroscopic strain reached at the elastic limit is plotted
on the right part of Fig. 25 �E33

lim=
t
lim

/ESCS, for example, in ten-
sion�. It is interesting to note that this strain at the elastic limit
depends by far less on porosity �in tension the values stay in the
interval 6.2�10−4�39%, in compression the interval is 3.0
�10−3�12%�, than does the stress at the elastic limit. This rela-
tive independence is confirmed by experimental results from
�Dany 1995; Péronnet 1994� on dry gypsum, plotted as dots on
the right part of Fig. 25. Knowing that this type of measurement
is rather difficult to perform, it is interesting to note that the
model predictions and the experimental data still fall into the
same order of magnitude.

Σ1

Σ2

Σ3

Σ1 Σ2

Σ3

β �

Fig. 22. Macroscopic criterion in the space of principal stresses
and cross section through the hydrostatic axis at 
m=constant �the
influence of the microscopic parameter � is shown through three
different values�
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and macroscopic strain at the elastic limit
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Orientation of Critical „First Failing… Single Crystals

Finally, we are interested in the orientation of the first single
crystal which fails, as function of different macroscopic stress
states. We again distinguish two cases for the failure criterion at
the scale of the single crystals.

Case I: Failure of Single Crystals Governed by Tensile
Stress Only

As readily seen from Fig. 17, the orientation of the critical crystal
�that is to say the first crystal to reach its failure criterion� de-
pends on the macroscopic stress state. In tension, the critical crys-
tals are thus found to be parallel to the tension axis. In
compression, the critical crystals are normal to the compression
axis �see Fig. 26�. In the latter case, there is an infinite amount
of critical orientations characterized by the angles �=� /2 and
0	�2�. These crystals appear to be in tension due to Poisson
effects at the macroscopic scale. Our micromechanical analysis
can thus provide a way to explain “axial splitting”—the cracking
observed on rocks samples tested in compression which forms
small columns �Wang and Shrive 1995�.

Case II: Failure of Single Crystals Governed by Normal
and Shear Stress

When the macroscopic stress state is uniaxial �
1=
2=0, 
3�,
microstructure and loading are invariant with respect to rotation
around e�3. Thus, the orientation of the critical crystal �which
maximizes the local criterion� only depends on �. For a tension
��t

cr� or compression ��c
cr� test, the critical orientation is character-

ized by

�t
cr =

arctan A

2
and �c

cr =
� − arctan A

2
�40�

referring to the results presented in Table 7. These angles depend
on � through A=a2 /�. At high porosities, the critical crystal is
found to be near the axis of tension or nearly normal to the axis of
compression �see Fig. 27�.

It is interesting to investigate the normal �N and shear �T

stresses in the critical crystal just when the macroscopic elastic
limit is reached. When the macroscopic stress state is uniaxial of
the form 
1=
2=0 and 
3, Eqs. �23� and �30� become

�N = 
3�a0 + a1 cos2 �� and �T = �
3 cos ��a1a2 sin � �41�

Substituting �=�t
cr or �c

cr into these expressions, the curves pre-
sented in Fig. 28 can be plotted. At high porosities ���0.6�,
the critical crystal is nearly under pure tension �T

cr�0. Thus, the
first case �studied in the previous subsubsection, local criterion
�N�cr�, is nearly retrieved.

Note that in tension, when �→0 �in the asymptotic case of
a material without voids, where the individual crystals cannot be
distinguished�, one could believe that the local criterion would
be written as �N�cr since the shear component of the stress
vector �T tends toward 0 on a surface perpendicular to N� =e�3.
In fact, it is a misbelief, since the horizontal facet is not the most
defavorable; from Fig. 27, it is clear that the critical facet is
characterized by �cr�20°.

Conclusions

The classical self-consistent scheme has been successfully ex-
tended in order to deal with nonspherical crystals. Moreover,
the good agreement with both numerical and experimental data
�including various formulations of gypsum leading to various
crystals aspect ratios�, supports the fact that this extended self-
consistent scheme is able to capture the influence of the shape of
the particles on the effective stiffness under the assumption of an
isotropic orientation distribution. Traditionally, the gypsum mate-
rial is made up of elongated crystals. A simplified analysis of the
effective strength has been conducted in the limit case of needle-
like particles �infinite aspect ratio�. The domain of elastic stress
states proves to be a cone with polygonal basis, the shape of
which depends on the description of the microscopic strength
domain. More precisely, an equilateral triangle is obtained when
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the microscopic strength is controlled by the tensile axial stress in
the needle. In turn, a hexagon is obtained when the local criterion
involves both the axial and the tangential components of the
stress acting on the cross section of the needle.

Despite the fact that the most likely local failure mechanism
�failure in the interfaces� has been replaced by a bulk failure
mechanism �failure in the crystals�, encouraging results have been
obtained. Indeed, the predictions are consistent with experimental
data both in compression and in tension provided that the local
criterion takes into account the tangential stress component in the
needle. This strongly supports the idea that the microscopic
strength criterion is both cohesive and frictional in nature.

The models proposed in this paper have not taken into account
the presence of entrapped air voids �bubbles� in gypsum. Gypsum
always contains a more or less large amount of bubbles, even
if special care has been taken during the preparation of the
samples. These defects obviously affect both elasticity and
strength �Vekinis et al. 1993� of the material. A possible improve-
ment is to incorporate these air voids, for example by resorting to
a second homogenization step. It is quite straightforward as far as
elasticity is concerned. The strength model would consider
bubbles as defects around which stress concentration builds up.

Micromechanics approaches as developed herein are also rel-
evant for other materials made up of interlocking nonspherical
particles, such as porous hydroxapatite biomaterials �Fritsch et al.
2006, 2007b, 2009�.

Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:

A� � first-order tensor;
A � second-order tensor;
A � fourth-order tensor;

Ad � magnitude of the deviatoric part of A, Ad

=�A
dev :A

dev
/2;

A
dev � deviator of A, A

dev=A−1 /3�tr A�1;
Am � mean part of A, Am= �tr A� /3;

a0 ,a1 ,a2 � coefficients appearing in the concentration
relations providing �N and �T;

�a� ,b� ,c�� � elementary crystallographic lattice of De Jong
and Bouman for gypsum;

�a� j � average of field a over the domain occupied by
phase j;

C j � stiffness tensor of phase j;
CSCS � self-consistent estimate of the effective

stiffness;
E � strain tensor applied at the boundary of the

REV;
Eeff � effective Young’s modulus;

E33
lim � macroscopic strain at failure in the direction of

loading;
E j � Young’s modulus of phase j;
E0 � reference strain;

�e�r ,e�� ,e��� � spherical frame;
�e�1 ,e�2 ,e�3� � reference frame;

f j � volume fraction of phase j in the REV;
g j � shear modulus of phase j;
h � magnitude of a spherical macroscopic stress

state �
=h1�;
hmax � maximum magnitude of an admissible

macroscopic stress state;
I � identity fourth-order tensor for tensors presenting

the minor symmetry;
J � tensor extracting the spherical part of a

symmetrical second-order tensor �J=1 /31 � 1�;
K � tensor extracting the deviatoric part of a

symmetrical second-order tensor �K= I−J�;
k j � bulk modulus of phase j;
N� � axis of a given crystal;

Pshape
j � Hill tensor of shape in phase j if phase j is

isotropic C j =3k jJ+2g jK;
r , � , � � spherical coordinates;

rs � aspect ratio;
Sshape

j � Eshelby tensor of shape in phase j;
T� � vector perpendicular to N� ;

T−1 � inverse of a second or fourth-order tensor;
tr A � trace of A;

�u� 1 ,u� 2 ,u� 3� � crystal frame;
�eff � effective Poisson’s ratio;

� j � Poisson’s ratio of phase j with the classical
relationships: k j =E j /3�1−2� j�, g j =E j /2�1
+� j�, E j =9k jg j /3k j +g j, and � j =3k j −2g j /6k j +2g j;

� � friction coefficient of a Drucker-Prager
criterion;

� � strain tensor;
E � macroscopic elastic domain;

E0 � macroscopic elastic domain at a vanishing
porosity;

�t
cr � critical crystal orientation for a macroscopic

tensile test;
�c

cr � critical crystal orientation for a macroscopic
compressive test;

� ,� ,� � Euler angles;
�� � displacement vector;

� � stress tensor;
�cr ,� � parameters characterizing the strength at the

crystals scale;
�N

cr � axial part of the stress vector on the cross
section of the critical crystal at failure;

�T
cr � tangential part of the stress vector on the cross

section of the critical crystal at failure.
�

N� � average stress tensor in the crystal of axis N� ;
�

N� ·N� � stress vector acting on the cross section of the
crystal of axis N� ;

�N � axial part of �
N� ·N� ;

�� T � tangential part of �
N� ·N� ;

�T � magnitude of �� T;

 � average stress tensor in the REV;


t
lim � macroscopic tensile elastic limit �
t

lim�0�;

c

lim � macroscopic compressive elastic limit
�
c

lim�0�;
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1 ,
2 ,
3 � macroscopic principal stresses;

I ,
II ,
III � reverse ordered macroscopic principal stresses;

� � porosity;
�c � critical porosity above which the effective

stiffness vanishes;
� � domain occupied by the REV �representative

elementary volume�;
� j � domain occupied by phase j over the REV; and

1 � identity second-order tensor.
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